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Executive Summary
Introduction
Lake Tahoe Airport (TVL or Airport), owned and operated by the City of South Lake Tahoe, is a
public-use general aviation airport that previous served scheduled and unscheduled commercial
service operations until 2015. However, there has been no scheduled passenger service at the Airport
since 2001.
The previous Airport Master Plan that was prepared for the Airport was completed in 1992. The
Master Plan concluded with the adoption of an Airport Layout Plan (ALP) that provided the basis for
future development at the Airport. The ALP was conditionally approved by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) in 1992. A subsequent Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) were prepared to address environmental review requirements
under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA). Since its approval, a revised ALP was submitted and approved by the FAA in 2008 that
depicted the Airport’s as-built conditions after previously proposed improvements from the 1992 ALP
were completed.
As part of the City’s adoption of the ALP in 1992 a separate Master Plan Settlement Agreement
(MPSA) was agreed to by the City, Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA), California State
Attorney General, and the League to Save Lake Tahoe. The settlement agreement provided the
framework for commercial service operations at the Airport until October 2012 when the MPSA
expired.
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Introduction (continued)
The City initiated an Airport Master Plan Update in 2013, with
funding support from the FAA. Specifically, the master plan was
prepared to address the following:

Airport Master Plan
Process

Phase 1
 Inventory
 Forecasts

1. Since the completion of the 1992 Airport Master Plan, FAA
regulations and design standards that govern the operations and
development of airport facilities have been updated numerous
times. The master plan addresses those updates and developed an
ALP that meets current FAA standards.
2. The 1992 MPSA has expired and the City will review and
determine if the return of commercial service operations at the
Airport is within the best interests of the City and surrounding
region.
The first step of the planning process (Phase 1) involved an
examination of existing conditions and concluded with a needs
analysis that involved preparation of aviation demand forecasts
and a review of facility requirements. Phase 2 included the
evaluation of development alternatives that were formulated to
address the current and future needs of the Airport. Phase 3 of
the process included the recommendation of a preferred
alternative that would move to Phase 4 of the process and future
City adoption.

 Environmental Factors
 Capacity Analysis
 Facility Requirements
 Sustainability Goals
 Report

Phase 2
 Formulate Alternatives
 Evaluation Criteria
 Evaluate Alternatives
 Report

Phase 3
 Select Preferred Alternative
 Cost Estimates
 Airport Layout Plans
 Funding Planning
 Draft Final Report

In addition, the City elected to integrate sustainability into the
planning process. The Master Plan report includes a baseline
assessment of sustainability initiatives currently in place at the
Airport, sustainability goals, and identification of potential areas
for improvement.

Phase 4
 Final Report
 Implementation Plan
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Existing Conditions
Airport Setting
Lake Tahoe Airport is a public use airport that
lies within the southernmost boundaries of the
City of South Lake Tahoe, CA. The Airport
covers 348 acres and has one runway (Runway
18-36). The City of South Lake is accessible
from U.S. Route 50 from both the California
and Nevada sides as it transits the City from
north to south. The Airport’s elevation is 6,269
feet above Mean Sea Level (MSL).
The Airport is owned and operated by the City
of South Lake Tahoe. The Airport Manager,
responsible for oversight of the Airport and its
day-to-day operations, is hired by the City
Manager, and is supported by full-time airport
operations staff that primarily focus on the
maintenance of the airport infrastructure (e.g.,
airfield and terminal).

Airport
Property
Line

Source: USGS Topographic Maps,
Freel Creek, Echo Lake, Emerald Bay and South Lake Tahoe
Quadrangles

The Airport is classified as providing service to
General Aviation (GA) aircraft; however, the
City reserves the right to retain commercial
service as discussed. FAA Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR) Part 139 sets rules that
govern the certification and operation of
airports that provide scheduled passenger
operations of aircraft with more than nine seats
and unscheduled passenger operations of an
aircraft designed for at least 31 seats.
There are 10 GA airports within a 30-nautical
mile radius of Lake Tahoe Airport including six
that are public use (i.e., not private). In addition,
there are four commercial service airports that
serve the South Lake Tahoe area:
Reno/Tahoe International Airport (RNO),
Sacramento International Airport (SMF),
San Francisco International Airport (SFO) and
Oakland International Airport (OAK).
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Existing Conditions
Airport History
Construction of the Airport began in 1958 by
the County of El Dorado, CA, as part of the
larger development of the community in
preparation for the 1960 Winter Olympics. A
building boom preceding the Olympics resulted
in a flurry of commercial and residential
development, and El Dorado County, along with
the FAA, began operation of the Airport in the
summer of 1959. Originally, the runway
measured 5,900 feet, but was extended to 8,541
feet in 1962. Both GA and commercial service
operations peaked in the 1970s and early 1980s as
the Airport became recognized by tourists as a
convenient travel option. In 1983, the City of
South Lake Tahoe purchased the airport from El
Dorado County and became responsible for the
management of its facilities and operations.

The Airport maintained commercial service
operations until 2001. Commercial operations
peaked in 1978 with nearly 300,000 annual
passenger enplanements. However, with airline
deregulation later in that same year (1978) and
restrictions adopted on the use of jet aircraft at
the Airport those operations began to decrease.
In 1992, the Airport’s Master Plan Settlement
Agreement was adopted and outlined additional
limitations on aircraft noise, operations, and
development on the airport property. The MPSA
expired in October 2012 but certain provisions
that addressed aircraft noise still apply to current
operations. The Airport is currently home to GA
activities and provides space for local businesses
and City administrative needs.

COMMERCIAL
SERVICE CONCLUDED
IN 2001

Notes:

1978 Airline deregulation and peak TVL enplanements
1992 Airport settlement agreement
2004 TVL Air traffic control tower closes
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Existing Conditions
Emergency Services and Disaster Relief
As documented in the Lake Tahoe Strategic Action
Plan (2002), the Airport serves as the only access
point for aircrafts contributing to emergency
services and disaster relief in the Lake Tahoe Basin
area. This allows for tenants such as CalSTAR, to
use the Airport as a base for their emergency
medical service (EMS) operations. These services
have now been provided to the basin area for
approximately 13 years. In addition to CalSTAR, a
number of law enforcement and emergency
response providers use the Airport to support their
activities. These include the El Dorado County
Sheriff ’s office, the U.S. Forest Service, the Office
of Emergency Services, the American Red Cross,
and Angel Flight (which provides non-emergency
medical air transportation to those who cannot
afford this or cannot fly on commercial
transportation due to their health).

The facility has also been used as a base of
operations for forest firefighting, search and
rescue operations, as well as an emergency
staging area for critical supplies when Route 50
was closed. During the 2007 Angora Fire the
Airport was essential in providing firefighting
aircraft the necessary facilities to operate and
conduct follow on efforts to rehabilitate and
reseed areas affected by the fire. Due to its
location, available runway length, and other
amenities (i.e., apron space) aircraft are
commonly staged at the airport during the
region’s fire season.

The Civil Air Patrol (CAP) is also located at
Lake Tahoe Airport. The CAP is a federally
supported non-profit corporation that performs
emergency services, which includes search and
rescue (by air and ground) and disaster relief
operations; aerospace education for youth and
the general public; and cadet programs for
teenage youth.
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Existing Conditions
Aviation Economic Impact
The FAA published The Economic Impact of
Civil Aviation on the U.S. Economy in
December 2011. This report tabulates the
impacts of both commercial (scheduled airline)
and GA activity in each state and states that 5.2
percent (or $1.3 trillion) of the total U.S. Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) can be attributed to
civil aviation. According to this report, civil
aviation generated 10.2 million jobs with a
cumulative payroll of $394.4 billion. Aviation
represents 4.7 percent of the total GDP for
California and 15.75 percent of the GDP in
Nevada based upon the individual state data in
the report.
Visitor expenditures from those utilizing the
airports include $1.2 billion for GA facilities,
including Lake Tahoe Airport. Aviation user
taxes also generate $350 million in revenue each
year in the State of California in which less than
two percent is returned to support the state’s
Aeronautics Program.
In 2007, the City prepared a study to review the
potential off-airport revenues that could be
generated by the Airport from a number of
separate scenarios that included commercial
service operations and general aviation only. The
study concluded that without commercial
service operations the Airport would still
generate $2.8 million a year in cumulative
revenue. This was based off of 18,916 annual
operations that took place at the Airport in 2003
by GA aircraft only. With respect to current
conditions, annual operations have increased 20
percent since 2003 to 23,540 annual operations.

The Airport is an employment source for the
local community with three full time staff. In
addition to City staff, tenants contribute to the
local job market by providing employment to
over 36 employees (employee estimates provided
via survey; not all tenants responded). These
include:
• California Shock and Trauma Air Rescue
(CalSTAR)
• Civil Air Patrol
• (The) Flight Deck Restaurant & Bar
• Reno Tahoe Helicopters (scenic tours)
• Lake Tahoe Flight School
• Tahoe Mortgage Center
• Hertz Rent-a-Car
• Sky Combat Ace
The Airport is also home to Mountain West
Aviation, a full-service fixed-based-operator
(FBO) business located north of the airport
terminal. Services provided by Mountain West
include ramp parking and tie-downs, aircraft
fueling, hangar leasing, aircraft de-icing, and
auto parking. Mountain West currently holds a
30-year lease with the City terminating in 2042.
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Existing Conditions
Financial Performance
General aviation airports often require
investment by the owning organization in order
to remain financially viable. Communities view
this investment as a sound economic
development decision because of the direct and
indirect economic impacts that aviation triggers.
The Master Plan does not include a detailed
economic study. However, the study team has
examined the revenue and expenses associated
with the Airport for use in capital improvement
program planning purposes later in the study
process. Information was provided by the
airport manager based data tabulated in the
City’s accounting system.
The City of South Lake Tahoe tracks revenue
and expenses by those associated with
administrative activities, the terminal building,
and the airfield. Revenue is generated through a
variety of sources including rents paid by tenants
(e.g., office space in the terminal building,
aircraft hangar storage space, and airfield lease
hold tenants), landing fees paid by pilots using
the facility, and other sources.

Revenues collected by the City of South Lake
Tahoe in 2014 are projected to be $706,979 and
is shown in the chart below. The largest portion
of the revenue (57 percent) comes from
existing rents. A transfer from the City General
Fund into the airport account has been required
over the last several years. The City has reduced
this transfer over the last four years significantly
through aggressive fiscal management and
expense reductions. In Fiscal Year 2014, this
transfer was $351,972 as shown in the chart
below.
Expenses associated with the Airport include
such items as personnel (salaries, benefits, etc.),
utilities, maintenance, capital projects, etc. The
total expenses incurred in 2014 were
$1,063,726.
It is recommended that the City engage a
qualified firm to conduct a detailed economic
impact study in response to numerous
comments received during the public meetings.

AIRPORT REVENUES
Category

2014 Revenue

Rents
Vending Machines
Utility/Phone Reimbursements
Landing Fees
Late Fees
Fuel Flow Fees
Interest/Dividend Revenue

$603,924.62
$632.82
$15,257.14
$57,400.12
‐$289.90
$29,201.26
$853.16

Subtotal

$706,979.22

Operating Transfers (General Fund)

$351,972.00

Total Revenue

Percentage of Total
Revenue
57.03%
0.06%
1.44%
5.42%
‐‐
2.76%
0.08%
33.24%

$1,058,951.22

Source: City of South Lake Tahoe.
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Existing Conditions
Landside Facilities
Landside and select airside facilities at Lake Tahoe Airport include the following:
Terminal – In good condition with planned upgrades, the facility is used to serve GA activities, houses
several businesses, and is used for City administration purposes including City Council chambers.
Apron – Approximately 80,790 square yards that are divided by use. The center and southern
portions are in good to excellent condition. However, the northern portion adjacent to the FBO
and used primarily for its services is in poor condition. There are 127 tie-downs available.
Aircraft hangars – Consists of a hangar complex (48 aircraft hangars and 7 storage areas; all in
good condition).
FBO – Mountain West Aviation’s facilities include an approximately 2,300-square-foot structure
in fair condition, a maintenance/storage hangar (poor to fair condition), and a private aircraft storage
hangar that is in good to fair condition.
There are also several support facilities including a
fuel storage facility (with AvGas and Jet-A fuel), a
joint fire fighting and maintenance storage facility,
and vehicle parking areas. There are 154 auto
parking spaces in the main lot in front of the
terminal. There is an additional parking lot operated
by the FBO and used for long-term parking.

Terminal

Landside Facilities
Not to
scale

Sources: Base map information like Roads, Streams, etc. are from Esri Base
Map online service, Airport Property Line (APL) from C&S CAD data
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Existing Conditions
Airside Facilities
Airside facilities at Lake Tahoe Airport include the following:
Runway – The Airport has one runway, designated 18-36, that has a physical length of 8,541 feet (both
ends have displaced thresholds: Runway 18 is displaced 800 feet, while Runway 36 is displaced 2,033.45
feet, respectively) and is 100 feet wide, with a north-south orientation.
Taxiways – The taxiway system at the Airport consists of a full parallel taxiway (Taxiway A) and eight
connecting taxiway segments, two of which are high speed exits.
Lighting – Airfield lighting systems allow aircraft to use the Airport in periods of darkness and/or
inclement weather. At Lake Tahoe Airport these include; Medium Intensity Runway Lights (MIRL) for
Runway 18-36 and Medium Intensity Taxiway Lighting (MITL) on all taxiways.
Marking/Signage – Airfield marking and signage are properly displayed at the Airport providing pilots
with directional awareness to navigate the airfield.
Navigational aids – The navigations aids at the Airport include Precision Approach Path Indicators
(PAPIs) on Runway 18, Runway End Identifier Lights (REILs) located at the threshold of Runway 36, three
wind cones, segmented circle, rotating beacon and a Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System (MALSF)
located on the approach end of Runway 18.
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Aviation Demand Forecast
Historical Aviation Activity
An aircraft operation is a measure of activity
that is defined as either a takeoff or a landing; a
takeoff and a landing represent two operations.
Aircraft activity at Lake Tahoe Airport has
declined since 1978 when it peaked at 63,881
annual operations. The change in the availability
of commercial air service at the Airport
contributed largely to this shift in activity.
General aviation activity makes up nearly all of
the current flights to and from the Airport and
numbers have remained mostly steady over the
last several years at about 23,000 annual
operations.

Mix of Activity: 2012
Lake Tahoe Airport
Military
2%

Itinerant
79%

Local
19%

Annual Operations: 1971 ‐ 2012
Lake Tahoe Airport
80,000

63,881
60,000
40,000
20,000
0
1971 1976 1981 1986 1991 1996 2001 2006 2011
Calendar Year

Existing Mix of Activity
Operations are categorized as local (aircraft
departing from the airport and remaining in
the traffic pattern) or itinerant operations by
visiting aircraft. The region’s popularity as a
destination for tourism is reflected in the mix
of activity with 79 percent of the operations
attributed to itinerant aircraft—see the figure
to the left. This is generally in contrast to the
experience of similar airports nationally.

Forecast Methodology
Several methodologies outlined in FAA Advisory
Circular 150-5070-6B, Airport Master Plans, were
evaluated in consideration of the information
available and nature of the airport. A trend
analysis and extrapolation methodology
combined with regression analysis was selected
for the forecast development.

This approach considers key historical data that
may affect future growth opportunities within
South Lake Tahoe’s leisure and tourism industry
while addressing the unique and sometimes
volatile nature of the aviation market. Currently,
over 75 percent of all traffic at the Airport is
associated with itinerant traffic or traffic
originating elsewhere with Lake Tahoe Airport as
a destination, thus supporting the selection of
this methodology.
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Visitor Economic Activity
Annual Operations Forecast
Lake Tahoe Airport
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Aviation Demand Forecast
The number of operations at Lake Tahoe
Airport is projected to increase by
approximately 17 percent by 2018 based on
the improving economy, continued marketing
efforts of the South Lake Tahoe community,
and the forecasted growth of the aviation
industry. It is anticipated that this growth will
continue, but at a slower rate through the
mid- and long-term planning periods after
the initial surge subsides.
A closer examination of the aircraft
operations forecast reveals the growth will be
led primarily by strong itinerant traffic and air
taxi activity. It is believed that the Lake Tahoe
market will parallel the broader national
general aviation market. The strength of the
market will be found in its ability to attract
larger general aviation aircraft to support
visitors to the areas’ many winter activities
and summer eco-tourism.

For the purpose of this forecast, the period
from 2000 to July 2013 was considered. From
2000 through 2010 occupancy declined every
year when measured on a year-over-year
basis. Declines ranged from a low of 2.1
percent in 2001 to 12.5 percent in 2002. The
average decline in rooms rented during the
period was slightly more than seven percent.
While the information gathered did not
speculate about the contributors to this
decline, it is likely driven by several variables
including increased competition from similar
destination markets and a general downturn
in the economies of California, Nevada, as
well as the nation as a whole.
The period 2010 through mid-2013 reflects a
different trend, however. Although 2011
again saw a decline in occupancy of 4.2
percent, the period showed a positive trend
averaging a nearly 4.5-percent annual growth.
It is believed this growth is stimulated by
improving economic conditions as well as a
continued, revitalized marketing effort on the
part of the community and the State of
California.

Visitor Spending – Millions of
Dollars Annually
El Dorado County
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Critical Aircraft and FAA Design Standards
Critical Aircraft
The selection of appropriate FAA airport design criteria is based on the critical aircraft that utilizes the
airport. The FAA defines this as the most demanding aircraft that performs or is projected to perform
at least 500 annual operations at the facility. In order to determine the critical aircraft for Lake Tahoe
Airport, operational data and landing fee reports were reviewed. The following table provides a
summary of the based and transient aircraft fleet mix (excluding helicopters) that commonly operates at
the Airport.

AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
Aircraft

Type

MTOW

Approach
Speed

Wingspan

Approach
Category

Design
Group

Cessna 172
Cessna 182
Piper 34 Seneca
Cirrus SR22
Cessna 210
Lake 4‐200
Bellanca T‐250
Piper 31 Cheyenne
Beechcraft Bonanza
Piper PA‐46 Malibu Meridian
Pilatus PC‐6
Piper PA‐31T Cheyenne
Beech Super King Air 200
Beechcraft 90 King Air
Cessna 525A Citation
Cessna 560 Citation V
Cessna 650 Citation 3/6/7
Dassault Falcon 2000
IAI 1124 Westwind
Canadair Challenger 600
Gulfstream G400
Gulfstream V

SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
TE
SE
SE
SE
TP
TP
TP
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J

2,450
3,100
4,750
3,400
4,000
3,140
3,150
9,000
3,064
4,850
6,107
9,000
12,500
10,100
12,375
16,630
30,997
28,660
23,500
43,100
73,200
90,500

61.0
91.0
79.3
78.0
75.4
68.9
81.9
100.0
70
87
57
100
103
100
118
108
114
107
129
125
128
140

36.1
36.0
38.1
38.4
36.9
38.0
31.3
40.7
33.50
43.00
49.70
40.70
54.50
50.25
49.83
54.08
53.50
53.50
44.80
61.80
77.10
93.50

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
I
II
II
III

Source: Lake Tahoe Airport, FlightAware, FlightWise, and C&S Engineers, Inc.
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Critical Aircraft and FAA Design Standards
Existing Conditions ‐ Critical Aircraft
The selection of appropriate FAA airport design criteria is based on the critical aircraft that utilizes the
airport under existing conditions. This is defined by the FAA as the most demanding aircraft that
performs at least 500 annual operations at the facility. In order to determine the critical aircraft for
Lake Tahoe Airport, FlightWise data and landing fee reports were reviewed. These reports provide
information as it relates to the type of aircraft operating at the airport and number of operations.
Based on this information, a composite of B-II aircraft meets the FAA-defined threshold and is
therefore selected as the existing critical family of aircraft. In order to address specific FAA design
standards the Dassault Falcon 2000 was chosen as the representative aircraft.

Aircraft Characteristics
The Dassault Falcon 2000 has a wingspan of 53.50
feet, a tail height of 17.42 feet, a Maximum Takeoff
Weight (MTOW) of 28,660 pounds, and an
approach speed of 107 knots. For design purposes,
the aircraft is categorized as a member of Aircraft
Approach Category B (approach speeds 91 knots or
more but less than 121 knots) and Airplane Design
Group II (aircraft with wingspans up to 49 feet but
less than 79 feet and tail heights up to 20 feet but
less than 30 feet). The aircraft is also designated as
Taxiway Design Group (TDG) 2.

Dassault Falcon 2000 – Existing Critical Aircraft

Photograph Source: www. dassaultfalcon.com

Design Standards
An evaluation of the Airport considering FAA design standards for an ARC B-II shows that the
following standards/guidelines are not met:
• Runway Object Free Areas (ROFA) extend 300 feet beyond the runway end and have a width of
500 feet. The ROFA should be clear of above ground objects unless required by function. A tree
line located along the Upper Truckee River is located within the ROFA that extends beyond the
approach end of Runway 36.
• Runway Safety Areas (RSA) extend 300 feet beyond the runway end and have a width of 150 feet.
The RSA that extends beyond the approach end of Runway 36 extends off airport property,
though the City has an easement over this property.
• Runway Protection Zones (RPZ) extend 1,000 feet, have an inner-width of 500 feet and an outerwidth of 700 feet. The departure RPZ begins 200 feet from the runway end and the approach
RPZ begins 200 feet from the displaced threshold. The departure RPZ extends off airport
property on Runway 18, though the City does have an easement over a portion of this area. The
approach RPZ extends off airport property (0.19 acres) on the approach end of Runway 18.
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Critical Aircraft and FAA Design Standards
Future Conditions ‐ Critical Aircraft
The selection of appropriate FAA airport design criteria for future conditions is based on the critical
aircraft that is forecast to utilize the airport. In order to determine the critical aircraft for future
conditions at Lake Tahoe Airport, FlightWise data and landing fee reports were reviewed. Although the
number of aircraft operations by the Gulfstream V does not currently meet the FAA-defined threshold
for selection of a design aircraft (exceeding 500 annual itinerant operations), based on projected
demand and aircraft operational trends at Lake Tahoe Airport the Gulfstream V was selected as the
future design aircraft.

Aircraft Characteristics
The Gulfstream V has a wingspan of 93.50 feet,
a tail height of 25.80 feet, a MTOW of 90,500
pounds, and an approach speed of 140 knots.
Thus, for design purposes, the Gulfstream V is
categorized as a member of Aircraft Approach
Category C (approach speeds 121 knots or more
but less than 141 knots) and Airplane Design
Group III (aircraft with wingspans up to 79 feet
but less than 118 feet and tail heights up to 30
feet but less than 45 feet).

G-V (Future Critical Aircraft

Photograph Source: http://www.talonairjets.com/gulfstream‐v‐n691rc

Design Standards
An evaluation of the Airport considering FAA design standards for an ARC C-III shows that there are
a number of standards/guidelines that are not met. The following highlights the most critical:
•
•
•

•

Minimum separation distances between the runway centerline and taxiway centerline to meet ARC
C-III design standards is 400 ft. The current separation distance varies from 285 feet to 292.5 feet.
RSA extend 1,000 feet beyond the runway end and have a width of 500 feet under C-III design
standards. The RSA extends into the Upper Truckee River on both ends of Runway 18-36 making
the RSA non-compliant to FAA design standards.
ROFA extend 1,000 feet beyond the runway end and have a width of 800 feet under C-III design
standards. The ROFA extends into the Upper Truckee River on both ends of Runway 18-36
making the RSA non-compliant to FAA design standards. The parallel taxiway (Taxiway A) would
be located within the ROFA.
RPZ extend 1,700 feet have an inner-width of 500 feet and an outer-width of 1,010 feet under CIII design standards. The departure RPZ begins 200 feet from the runway end and the approach
RPZ begins 200 feet from the displaced threshold. The departure and approach RPZs extend off
airport property on both runway ends.
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Facility Requirements
The ability of an airport to accommodate
demand is based upon the existing capacity of
each functional area compared to the
forecasted aviation demand. If the analysis
indicates a deficit, additional facilities are then
necessary to meet the demand. Facility
requirements at TVL were based on the design
standard criteria shifting from existing
conditions (B-II) to the future critical aircraft
(Gulfstream V) and its Aircraft Design Group
and Aircraft Approach Category (C-III). See the
Alternative Evaluation Process for further
discussion on proposed airside and landside
improvements and their feasibility.

Airfield
Many of the airfield components would need to
be upgraded in order to meet C-III design
standards. These would include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relocation of Runway 18-36 or Taxiway A
to meet 400 ft. separation standard.
Currently at 285 to 292.5 ft.
Construct 20 ft. shoulders on Runway 1836.
Clearing and grading of expanded RSAs.
Removal of obstacles found within ROFAs.
Acquisition or easement over land located
within expanded approach and departure
RPZs.
Relocation of aircraft tie-downs if Taxiway
A is relocated to meet separation standards
with runway centerline.
Adjustments to airfield signage and
markings to address airfield changes.

North Apron

Aircraft Parking
Although existing capacity of aircraft storage is
adequate, apron rehabilitation on the north
apron should be undertaken to preserve the
utility of this space. Additionally, hangar storage
should be considered for large transient aircraft
that currently must park on the apron.

Terminal
The General Aviation Terminal at the Airport
provides adequate space for forecasted demand.
Should more space be needed for aeronautical
activities, reallocating space in the terminal for
these activities should be undertaken.

Support Facilities
Supporting infrastructure at the Airport is
adequate to meet forecasted demand. However,
airport recirculation should be considered so
that airport traffic is not required to make lefthand turns onto the public roadway. In addition,
only a portion of the parking lot was recently
rehabilitated. The remaining pavement is in poor
condition.
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Environmental Considerations
The objective of conducting an environmental
overview as part of the master planning process
is two-fold: A) to describe the existing
environmental conditions, and B) to identify
environmentally sensitive areas that may require
special management, conservation and/or
preservation during the planning, design and
construction of proposed airport development
projects.
Based on a preliminary review of the airport
property and surrounding area the following
environmental resources were identified as
having the potential for impacts as they relate to
future airport development:
Air Quality/Climate – TRPA has established
air quality thresholds for carbon monoxide,
ozone, visibility (regional and sub-regional),
nitrate deposition, and odor. Changes in air
quality are commonly associated with the
temporary increase in fuel consumption by both
off-road and on-road vehicles used during
construction. According to the EPA
Greenbook, the Airport is not located in an area
designated as nonattainment or maintenance for
any criteria pollutants, meaning that air pollution
levels in these areas are below the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).
Noise/Land Use – Although the existing 65
dB CNEL noise contour does not extend off
airport property, proposed projects that could
potentially alter aircraft operations, aircraft fleet
mix, or change runway use would be subject to
further review. The airport currently has an
Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP)
in place and will be updated after the Master
Plan.

Fish/Wildlife & Plants – Six federal, state, or
locally protected species have been identified
with a high potential of occurring on or around
the Airport. The Sierra Nevada willow flycatcher
and Waterfowl, have a moderate or high
potential to occur within the Airport property
due to the habitat conditions present, distance to
known occurrences of the species, or both. The
closest Section 4(f) Resources are the Hope
Valley Wildlife Area, located 12 miles south of
the Airport in Alpine County and the Truckee
River Wildlife Area, located on the north side of
Lake Tahoe, over 20 miles from the Airport.

Floodplains – According to the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the
western and southern portion of the airport
property falls within a 100-year flood zone. As a
result, there is potential for floodplains to be
impacted by potential airport development. No
new developments have been included in the
master planning process for these areas.
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Environmental Considerations
Wetlands/SEZ – Wetland and riparian habitats
that are supported by the Upper Truckee River
are potentially jurisdictional and proposed
development within them would require
coordination with U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE).
Areas located along the Upper Truckee River
have also been designated as within a stream
environment zone (SEZ). SEZs provide natural
treatment, storage, and conveyance of surface
runoff and development in these areas reduces
their potential to filter sediment and nutrients,
and also reduces the amount of surface runoff
they can effectively treat.
Although the Airport lies in wet meadow
territory, a type of marsh, a formal wetland
delineation has not yet been conducted within
the Airport property. Any projects implemented
under the Airport Master Plan would be
required to comply with existing TRPA, federal,
and state regulations; permitting requirements;
and environmental review procedures that
protect SEZs, wetlands, and other sensitive
habitats.

Historical Resources – Although no currently
listed cultural or historic places were
documented on airport property, further cultural
analysis would be required as part of the
project-specific environmental compliance.
Water Quality – Proposed development at the
Airport could potentially impact water quality
due to erosion or contaminant exposure from
construction. Updates and adherence to existing
permits and best-management-practices (BMPs)
would be required.
Detailed impacts and mitigation as they relate to
specific development projects would be
addressed during the preparation of the
appropriate National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and TRPA required documents. The
Environmental Overview Map, shown on the
following page, depicts various aspects of the
Airport property and its vicinity including
environmental features discussed in the previous
sections.
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Sustainability
Integrating Sustainability
The City and its airport tenants have already integrated
sustainability across many of their operations. For example,
the City installed a CNG station in the vehicle parking lot;
has adopted a limited mowing routine that reduces air
emissions; currently recycles paper, cans and other materials
at the Airport; and practices material reuse in construction
projects. The City and the Airport also played a significant
role in the Upper Truckee River restoration program by
narrowing the dimensions of the runway by 50 ft. in 2008
and allowing for portions of the recently vacated land to be
redesignated as SEZ.
Based on feedback from the community and input provided
by the City and its users, a number of sustainability goals
have been identified for this Airport Master Plan:

Economic
Viability

Goal 1: Become as
self‐sufficient as
possible
Sub‐Goal 1a:
Increase revenue
Sub‐Goal 1b:
Reduce resource
consumption
Sub‐Goal 1c:
Minimize
maintenance and
operation costs

Operational
Efficiency

Goal 2: Enhance
aircraft capabilities

The FBO encourages transportation to
and from the Airport by bicycle. Their
fleet of bicycles (pictured) is available to
patrons free of charge.

Natural
Resource
Conservation

Goal 5: Protect
wetlands and lake
clarity

Goal 3: Increase
connectivity with
the transportation
system including
alternative
transportation
Goal 4: Increase
efficiency of
Airport
management /
operation

Goal 6: Minimize
air quality and
noise impacts

Social
Responsibility
Goal 7: Ensure
land use
compatibility
Sub‐Goal 7a:
Minimize noise
impacts (see Goal
6)

Goal 8: Provide
community
benefits
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Stakeholder Feedback
Public Outreach

Key Issues

In order to solicit feedback from the
community, three public meetings and two direct
presentations to the City Council were
completed as part of the Master Plan process.
The public meetings included a presentation,
question and answer session, and open public
workshops. The meetings were advertised in the
local paper, radio, and television. Emails and
postcards were also sent to those that live in
close proximity to the Airport and aircraft
overflight zones or those that signed up to
receive updates on the plans process. Key
information was gathered from the meetings
and primarily focused on the following themes:

Key issues can be described as airport
development concerns that the master plan
process reviewed and attempted to resolve. Key
issues and needs, summarized below, were
identified through an inventory of existing
conditions, environmental overview, and
coordination with airport management, users
and other stakeholders:

Master plan process – Is the master plan
addressing the right things?
Airport benefit – The Airport can be
considered a vital regional asset for
transportation and emergency services. How
does the Airport benefit the community?
Economic benefit/strain— Is the Airport
being fully utilized and are there better uses for
the airport property? What is the return on
investment from the Airport and can revenues
be increased to offset costs to the taxpayer?
Airport closure – Should airport closure or
reduction in size be considered?
Environmental impacts – What are the
environmental impacts of the airport? Can noise
impacts be reduced to the community?
Commercial service – Is the return of
commercial service flights desired by the
community and is a subsidy to the airlines
needed?
Safety – What can be done to improve the
safety of the airport?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meeting future ARC C-III design standards
Taxiway reconfiguration and nomenclature
Density altitude impacts to aircraft
operations
Condition of existing navigational aids
Obstructions to navigable airspace
Aircraft approach procedures
Development constraints due to terrain
No self-service fuel available for aircraft
Existing vehicle parking lot pavement
condition
Airport entrance road location and signage
Highest and best use of available aircraft
apron space
Lack of airport perimeter road
Use of Airport Traffic Control Tower
(ATCT)
Large aircraft storage
Lack of FBO maintenance services
Environmental considerations
Community perception of Airport
Status of commercial service operations
Economic cost to operate the Airport
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Alternatives Evaluation Process
Evaluation Process

Airside Alternatives

After soliciting stakeholder feedback on the key
issues at Lake Tahoe Airport and identifying
airport facility requirements, a series of
alternative solutions were evaluated. The
alternatives evaluation focused on addressing the
following components:

Four main airside alternatives were evaluated for
the runway and taxiway system and presented
below.

•
•
•

Alternative 2 involves ensuring the airfield
facilities meet FAA design standards while
preserving flexibility for future airport revenue
generating operations.

•

Compliance with FAA design standards
Accommodating the critical aircraft
Obtaining control over safety areas and
zones
City’s commitment to sustainability

During the master plan process the City asked
for community input with regards to the future
of the Airport. Comments included a review of
the Airport’s full closure or a reduction in size to
accommodate only operations of rotary-wing
(helicopters) aircraft for emergency response
services. The Master Plan concluded that
demand currently exists and will continue to
exist for the 20 year planning period for aircraft
that have an ARC of B-II. Therefore,
alternatives that could not meet the minimum
requirement of providing infrastructure and a
safe aircraft operating environment to meet B-II
design standards were not taken through the full
evaluation process.
Alternatives were divided into two separate
areas. Airside alternatives addressed the runway
and taxiway system. Landside alternatives
primarily addressed areas outside of the airport
perimeter fence but did incorporate proposed
improvements to hangars and other facilities on
the apron.

Alternative 1 involves taking no action to
address key issues.

Alternative 3 & 4 involves ensuring the airfield
facilities meet FAA design standards and
provide for a safe aircraft operating
environment while minimizing impacts to the
Airport’s operation, environment, and
surrounding community. Two sub-alternatives
that are possible to achieve each of this
alternative’s objectives were evaluated.
Alternatives 5, 6, & 7 seek to maximize the
Airport’s future potential and, specifically,
accommodate the future design aircraft
(Gulfstream V) which already operates at the
Airport frequently. Multiple sub-alternatives that
are possible to achieve each of this alternative’s
objectives were evaluated.
Although the runway length analysis determined
that there is a need to extend the runway length
to 11,340 feet in order for the existing fleet to
operate at full payload on the runway, i.e.,
without restrictions, the existing airport property
was determined to be too constrained both
physically and environmentally to justify the
financial commitment required of such an
investment.
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Landside Alternatives
The primary functions of the landside facilities
include aircraft storage, aircraft parking,
terminal facilities, and automobile parking and
airport access. Careful consideration was also
given to parcels of land that could be
considered for non-aviation related uses that can
provide additional revenue support to the
Airport. Four landside alternatives were
evaluated and presented below.
Alternative A – involves taking no action to
address key issues.
Alternative B – involves maintaining and
consolidating existing facilities in order to
minimize the Airport’s footprint and restore
vacant land to the environment or other
development.
Alternative C – involves ensuring the airfield
facilities meet FAA design standards while
preserving flexibility for future airport revenue
generating operations.

Alternative D – involves focusing on growth
potential that seeks to maximize airport
revenues and optimize available land assets.

Preferred Alternative
The alternatives development and evaluation
was presented to the City of South Lake Tahoe
and the public at on open public meeting held
on March 16, 2015, at the Airport. As part of
the meeting comments were received and
polling was conducted to gather the opinions of
the meeting participants on the proposed
development alternatives. After consideration of
community input, as well as feedback from
other stakeholders, Alternative 2 was determined
to be the preferred airfield development
alternative and Alternative C as the preferred
landside development alternative. These
alternatives preserved the existing airfield layout,
invested in needed aeronautical infrastructure,
while opening up vacant areas to potential nonaeronautical development.
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Airport Master Plan CEQA Process
The Airport Master Plan requires approval by
the South Lake Tahoe City Council and is
therefore subject to compliance with the
California Environmental Quality Act.
Accordingly, the City conducted an initial study
to determine if implementation of the projects
identified in the Airport Master Plan would
result in individually or cumulatively significant
environmental impacts that would require
preparation of an environmental impact report
(EIR). The initial study concluded that
implementation of the Airport Master Plan
would result in less-than-significant impacts
related to aesthetics, agriculture and forestry
resources, air quality, geology/soils/seismicity,
greenhouse gas emissions, hydrology and water
quality, land use and planning, mineral resources,
population and housing, public services and
utilities, recreation, and transportation/traffic.
The initial study concluded that potentially
significant impacts related to biological
resources, cultural resources, hazards and
hazardous materials, and noise that could result
from implementation of the Airport Master
Plan would be reduced to a less-than-significant
level with implementation of mitigation
measures that would be required as a condition
of Airport Master Plan approval. Consequently,
City staff recommended adoption of Mitigated
Negative Declaration (MND) for the Airport
Master Plan.
A Draft Initial Study/Mitigated Negative
Declaration (IS/MND) was circulated for a 30day period of public review and comment that
concluded on March 23, 2017. The City received
no written comments on the Draft IS/MND.

To further ensure that local agencies and the
general public had adequate opportunity to
provide comments regarding the Draft
IS/MND, the City held a workshop with the
Planning Commission on Thursday, March 9 at
the City Council Chambers. Questions and
comments raised by members of the Planning
Commission during the workshop were
addressed in a Final IS/MND that was prepared
for the Airport Master Plan in April 2017. None
of the comments or questions resulted in the
identification of environmental impacts not
already addressed in the Draft IS/MND.
While the IS/MND evaluated the Airport
Master Plan at a project-specific level, because
the Airport Master Plan would be implemented
over a 20-year period, the City will review each
project prior to implementation to ensure that it
would be carried out in manner consistent with
the IS/MND, including implementation of the
required mitigation measures identified in the
IS/MND, or if subsequent CEQA review would
be required to address project details or
conditions that have changed since adoption of
the MND. As previously noted, prior to
implementation, each project will be reviewed
for required compliance NEPA and/or
approvals by federal, state, or local agencies,
including the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency,
the California Tahoe Conservancy, the Lahontan
Regional Water Quality Control Board, the
California Division of Forestry, the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Forest Service, and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Each Airport
Master Plan project will be carried out in
compliance with all applicable laws and
regulations and in consistency with the goal of
preserving environmental quality in the Tahoe
Basin.
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Preferred Alternative Projects

Reconstruct Aircraft Parking Apron
Project Description
The existing aircraft parking apron is in poor condition and would be reconstructed. Reconstruction
activities would include replacement of approximately 377,500 square feet of older pavement with new
pavement. Once reconstruction is completed, pavement markings (tie-down positions and taxilanes)
would be repainted to FAA specifications.
Schedule of Improvements: Phase 3: 2015, Phase 4: 2016, Phase 5: 2018

Drainage Ditch Improvements
Project Description
An approximately 5,700 foot-long segment of drainage ditch located along the west side of Taxiway A
would be cleaned to provide the necessary drainage to eliminate ponding of the airfield during large rain
events. All sediment would be removed from the ditch, and the ditch would be reshaped with the proper
slope. All vegetation would be removed from the ditch and ditch banks. Up to 4,000 cubic yards of
material would be removed from the ditch. The ditch improvements would occur within airport property.
Schedule of Improvements: 2019
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Preferred Alternative Projects

Relocate Taxiway H, Remove High Speed Exits, Construct 90 Degree Taxiway
Exits
Project Description
Taxiway H would be relocated from the northern side of the aircraft parking apron to the northeast
corner to provide direct access to Taxiway A. The reconfigured taxiway would be constructed to a width
of 35 feet and a length of 26 feet. The relocation would allow for an easier transition of aircraft to
Taxiway A from the aircraft parking apron and eliminate the need to widen the existing Taxiway H to
meet FAA design standards for taxiway width. Additional taxiway reconfiguration projects occurring in
this area include the removal of the acute angled (high‐speed) taxiways (Taxiways E and F) and
construction of a right-angled taxiway near mid-field.

Schedule of Improvements:
Taxiway H: 2018, High Speed Exit Demolition and 90 Degree Exit Construction: 2021

Removal of Excess Pavement and Construction of 90 Degree Taxiway Exits
Project Description
The area of excess pavement located on the south end of Taxiway A will be removed as it does not
meet FAA standards for a holding pad and can create pilot confusion. A bypass taxiway would be
constructed near the Runway 36 end and would serve the same purpose as the old holding apron.
Additionally, a 90 degree taxiway exit will be constructed approximately 6,000 ft. from the landing
threshold of Runway 18 in order to increase the efficient flow of traffic.
Schedule of Improvements: 2021
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Preferred Alternative Projects

Remove Bypass Taxiway
Project Description
Bypass Taxiway J at the Runway 18 end is to be removed. Over 80% of departure procedures at the
Airport take place on Runway 36. Taxiway J is unnecessary for traffic efficiency and money spent
rehabilitating it would be better spent on other projects. With the number of taxiway changes taking
place it is recommended that the Airport rename the entire taxiway system and update the taxiway
signage. This will ensure that taxiway nomenclature meets the latest FAA standards at will minimize the
risk of confusion for all users.
Schedule of Improvements: 2021

AWOS Installation
Project Description
A new Automated Weather Observation Station (AWOS) would be constructed on airport property east
of the runway. The existing Automated Surface Observation System (ASOS), located north of the
aircraft parking apron does not provide pilots with complete and accurate weather readings due to
adjacent terrain located to the west.
Schedule of Improvements: 2020
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Preferred Alternative Projects

Remove Bypass Taxiway
Project Description
To meet FAA design standards and control land uses within defined safety zones, land or avigation
easements would be acquired over areas of the Runway Protection Zones (RPZ) and Runway Safety
Areas (RSA) that extend off airport property. The acquisition would include approximately 0.56 acre of
land located in the RSA on the approach end of Runway 36. The action would include acquisition of
avigation easements over areas of the RPZs that extend off airport property, including approximately
2.33 acres for Runway 18 and 0.19 acre for Runway 36. Since there are no existing structures within the
acquisition areas to create a hazard or obstruction, no physical improvements to the properties would be
required.
Schedule of Improvements: 2019
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Preferred Alternative Projects

Aircraft Wash Rack
Project Description
An aircraft wash rack would be installed in the northwest corner of the aircraft parking apron to provide
aircraft owners a common area with access to water to clean their aircraft. Water for the wash rack
would be provided by the South Tahoe Public Utility District (STPUD).
Schedule of Improvements: 2022

Self‐Serve Fueling Station and Helicopter Parking
Project Description
A self-service aircraft fueling station that would provide pilots with access to fueling 24 hours a day
would be positioned north of the airport terminal and include a payment kiosk with a 6,000 gallon
Avgas storage tank and a 12,000 gallon Jet-A storage tank. Apron pavement markings would be made
on the pavement adjacent to the facility to increase directional awareness for pilots. This facility would
be located on existing pavement. Additionally, two designated helicopter parking spots would be marked
north of the aircraft hangar rows and south of the airport terminal to address limited area for helicopter
parking.
Schedule of Improvements: Helicopter Parking: 2021, Self-Serve Fueling Station: 2027
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Preferred Alternative Projects

Commercial Hangar Development
Project Description
A 120-by-120-foot hangar with 25-by-30-foot adjacent office space to meet aircraft storage needs would
be constructed and operated. The hangar would allow for the storage of larger business jets that
frequent the airport but have no covered storage. The hangar would be positioned west of the aircraft
parking apron area where there is existing pavement.
Schedule of Improvements: 2028

FBO Facility Improvements
Project Description
Fixed-Based-Operator (FBO) facilities would be expanded to provide for additional accommodations
and services to airport passengers. The footprint of the existing FBO facility would be increased from
3,250 square feet to approximately 13,000 square feet.
Schedule of Improvements: 2028
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Preferred Alternative Projects

ROFA Obstruction Removal
Project Description
Obstructions, including vegetation, located within the Runway Object Free Area (ROFA) on the
approach end of Runway 36 would be removed. In accordance with FAA requirements, the area must
be clear of above-ground objects protruding above the nearest point of the RSA.
Schedule of Improvements: Phase 1: 2017, Phase 2: 2018, Phase 3: 2019

Property Release for Future Non‐Aeronautical Use
Project Description
Approximately 45 acres on the western portion of airport property would be released for future nonaeronautical use that is compatible with airport activities. No proposed development or uses have been
identified for the released portions of the airport property.
Schedule of Improvements: 2016
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Preferred Alternative Projects

Rehabilitate Automobile Parking Lot and Install Electrical Vehicle Charging
Stations
Project Description
The automobile parking lot pavement located west of the airport terminal is in poor condition and will
be rehabilitated and remarked. This action would include approximately 54,000 square feet of pavement
rehabilitation. In addition, up to three electric vehicle-charging stations would be installed within the
existing limits of the automobile parking lot. The charging stations would be funded entirely by local
money or potentially through a sustainability grant.

Schedule of Improvements:
Parking Lot Rehabilitation: 2019, Electric Vehicle Charging Stations: 2032

Communications Tower
Project Description
The existing Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT), which was constructed in 1974 and was
decommissioned in 2004, still houses an FAA VHF Remote Communications Air to Ground (RCAG)
channel and a National Weather Service (NWS) Automated Service Observing System (ASOS). The
ATCT building does not meet FAA communications facility standards and would require improvements
to be brought up to standards. In addition, the FAA is still responsible for maintaining the entire ATCT
building in order to sustain a single communications rack and an NWS ASOS rack, located in the
equipment room. In light of these considerations, FAA proposes to relocate the RCAG channel and
ASOS rack to a new 12-by 20-foot prefabricated shelter in the existing paved area of the southwest
corner of the ATCT parking lot. In addition to the new shelter, FAA proposes to erect a new antenna
tower which at a maximum would not exceed 70 feet in height, also in the paved area of the ATCT
parking lot. The existing ATCT would be demolished and removed.

Schedule of Improvements:
FAA has not indicated timing of proposed improvements.
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Financial Analysis and Airport Layout
Financial Plan

ALP Drawing Set

A financial plan was prepared to support
investment decisions and to serve as a guide for
orderly development of the Airport. It identifies
projects, their sequencing, and the possible
financial obligations. The objective of this
financial analysis is to identify the potential
funding mechanisms and costs for implementing
the program through the year 2034, with an
emphasis on the projects in the first five years.
The overall development plan consists of
approximately $25 million in capital
improvements. Of this total, approximately
$22.3 million would be eligible for FAA Airport
Improvement Program (AIP) funds, with the
remaining funds coming from local (City of
South Lake Tahoe) and private funding sources.

An Airport Layout Plan (ALP) Drawing Set was
developed and consists of the following sheets:

Project Phasing Plan presents a recommended
phasing schedule for implementing the
proposed project program for the 20-year
planning period (2015-2034) as follows:
Phase 1 (2015 to 2019) – Focuses on the
continued reconstruction of the apron (being
completed in phases); bringing the Airport into
compliance with FAA design standards,
specifically related to the safety areas and
removal of obstructions; and upgrades to
deteriorating equipment.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Title Sheet
Data Sheet
Airport Layout Plan
Terminal Area Plan
Airspace Drawing
Inner Approach Plan and Profile Drawings
(Runway 18)
7. Inner Approach Plan and Profile Drawings
(Runway 36)
8. Obstruction Tables
9. Declared Distances
10. Land Use and Ground Access Map
11. Exhibit “A” – Airport Property Inventory
Map
The ALP Drawing Set was scoped and prepared
in accordance FAA Standard Operating
Procedure SOP 2.00 for FAA Review and
Approval of Airport Layout Plans and FAA
SOP 3.00 FAA Review of Exhibit ‘A’ Airport
Property Inventory Maps Narrative.

Phase 2 (2020 to 2024) – Addresses need for
additional taxiway and apron improvements.
Phase 3 (2025 to 2034) – Focuses on
completing the taxiway improvements,
enhancing facilities and services for pilots, and
potentially generating renewable energy at the
Airport.
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